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cool, adjective 
 fashionably attractive or impressive 

 excellent 

 used to express acceptance or agreement 

 unfriendly or unenthusiastic 

 used as an intensive 

 used when a conversation goes silent 

 marked by deliberate effrontery or lack of due respect or discretion 

 restrained or relaxed in style 

Oxford English Dictionary ∙ Concise Oxford English Dictionary ∙ Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary ∙ Urban Dictionary 





useless, adjective 
 ineffectual 

 serving no purpose 

 destitute of useful qualities 

 not answering or promoting the proposed desire or end 

 having little ability or skill 

 destitute of competence or capacity 

 the end result of going through the American educational system 

Oxford English Dictionary ∙ Concise Oxford English Dictionary ∙ Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary ∙ Urban Dictionary 







ampersand, noun 
 the sign &, standing for and 

 corruption of ‘and per se—and’, the old way of spelling and naming 

the character &, i.e., ‘& by itself is and’ 

 it was common practice to add the & sign at the end of the alphabet 

as the 27th letter, thus the recitation of the alphabet would end in ‘X, 

Y, Z and per se and‘ 

Oxford English Dictionary ∙ Concise Oxford English Dictionary ∙ Wikipedia 











RUD, noun 
 Rapid Unscheduled Disassembly 

 Rocket science and amateur rocketry jargon that's acronymous, 

euphemistic and explosively self-explanatory 

WordFriday 









Any application that can be 

written in JavaScript, will 

eventually be written in 

JavaScript. 

Atwood's Law 





















for (Bar bar = foo as Bar; bar != null; bar = null) 
{ 
    ... 
} 



/^1?$|^(11+?)\1+$/ 





:;while [ $? -eq 0 ];do nc -vlp 8080 -c'(r=read;e=echo;$r a b 
c;z=$r;while [ ${#z} -gt 2 ];do $r z;done;f=`$e $b|sed 's/[^a-
z0-9_.-]//gi'`;h="HTTP/1.0";o="$h 200 OK\r\n";c="Content";if [ 
-z $f ];then($e $o;ls|(while $r n;do if [ -f "$n" ]; then $e 
"<a href=\"/$n\">`ls -gh $n`</a><br>";fi;done););elif [ -f $f 
];then $e "$o$c-Type: `file -ib $f`\n$c-Length: `stat -c%s 
$f`";$e;cat $f;else $e -e "$h 404 Not Found\n\n404\n";fi)';done 









Art is useless because its aim 
is simply to create a mood. It 
is not meant to instruct, or to 
influence action in any way. 
It is superbly sterile. 

Oscar Wilde 


